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                  "Accredited by National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC)"
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                  "University Grants Commission (UGC)"

                

                Degree acquired through online mode equivalent to on-campus mode of learning
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                  "Ranked 68th among the top 100 universities"

                

                National Institutional Ranking Framework (NIRF) 2023 Rankings, Ministry of Education, Government of India
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                  "Karnataka State Higher Education Council under KSURF"
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                  "All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE)"

                

                MBA and MCA Programs are AICTE approved
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                  "Ranked among the top Indian Universities"

                

                QS World University Rankings
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                Secured an AAAA+ rating under 
Deemed Universities by Careers360
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                Member of The Association of Commonwealth Universities
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                  "World Education Society (WES)"

                

                Accredited by WES and recognized 
 in the USA and Canada
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                Member of Association of Universities
 of Asia and the Pacific
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                Member of Association of Indian Universities
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                                            40+ Electives
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                                            Customized program-specific Online courses that add value to your learning journey
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                                            Opportunities in top companies like Google, Flipkart, EY, Infosys, HDFC, and more
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	   IoA - Institute of Analytics: Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.
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		   MCA with elective in Data Science

		


	 
		View Program
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	 Cyber Security 
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		   MCA with elective in Cyber Security

		


	 
		View Program
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		   MBA with elective in Data Science & Analytics
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		   MBA with elective in Banking & Finance
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		   MBA with dual elective in Human Resource Management and Finance
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		   MCA with elective in Computer Science and IT
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                     International Finance and Accounting (Accredited by ACCA, UK)
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                           B.Com with elective in International Finance and Accounting (Accredited by ACCA, UK)
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                     Animation and VFX Management
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                           BBA with elective in Animation and VFX Management
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                     Human Resource Management
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                           BBA with elective in Human Resource Management
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                     Corporate Accounting (Benchmarked to CA-Ind: Foundation, Intermediate and Final Syllabus)
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                           3 Years
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                            B.Com with elective in Corporate Accounting (Benchmarked to CA-Ind: Foundation, Intermediate and Final Syllabus)
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                     Introduction to Statistics
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                     General Physics with Laboratory Component
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                     General Chemistry with Laboratory Component
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                     PG Certificate in Business Analytics Program
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                           PG Certificate in Business Analytics Program
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                     PG Certificate in AI and ML Program
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                           Post-Graduate Certificate Program in Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
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                     PG Certificate in Strategy and Leadership Program
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                     PG Certificate in FinTech Program
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            Skills that
                    enhance
                    your learning curve
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                         Foundation

                    
 
                
                
                    
                        
                            Problem Solving
 
                        
                        
                            Individuals who possess strong problem-solving skills can identify and analyze problems,
                                formulate effective strategies, and implement creative solutions to surpass challenges.
                                Individuals possessing such a skillset are brilliant in generating new ideas, thinking
                                creatively, analyzing critically, and communicating effectively, all of which lead to
                                increased productivity, efficiency, growth, and success in both personal and
                                professional setups. 

                        

                    


                    
                        
                            Communication
 
                        
                        
                            Having strong communication skills is key for individuals who wish to express their
                                thoughts and ideas clearly. In order to collaborate successfully with others, create
                                positive experiences, and avoid misunderstandings, individuals must have a strong hold
                                on their ability to communicate effectively and efficiently. It is of utmost importance
                                for building meaningful relationships, resolving conflicts, enhancing productivity, and
                                growing both personally and professionally. 

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Writing
 
                        
                        
                            Being able to articulate your thoughts into words and having the capability to write them
                                down clearly and precisely is an essential skill one can possess. An individual with
                                great writing skills can improve their personal and professional image, enhance their
                                credibility, and build an everlasting reputation.
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                        Leadership Development Path

                    
 
                
                

                    
                        
                            Leadership
 
                        
                        
                            Individuals who possess leadership skills have a natural ability to motivate and inspire
                                others. Such individuals can come up with creative solutions, think analytically,
                                communicate efficiently, delegate duties effectively, resolve issues, and make bold
                                decisions. Individuals who have the ability to lead can create a positive work
                                environment
                                pushing others for both personal and professional growth leading to enhanced
                                productivity,
                                employee satisfaction, and overall success.

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Teamwork
 
                        
                        
                            Effective teamwork requires clear communication, willingness to cooperate, sound
                                coordination
                                abilities, and mutual respect among individuals. Someone who has mastered these traits
                                can
                                contribute successfully towards personal and professional growth. Having such a skill
                                enhances productivity, increases efficiency, and promotes overall success in any kind of
                                set-up.
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Decision Making
 
                        
                        
                            One of the most crucial skills an individual can possess is that of making sound
                                decisions.
                                Such individuals are able to take informed and calculated decisions acting as effective
                                leaders, problem solvers, creative thinkers, and risk-takers. Someone with this skill is
                                able to detect potential threats, evaluate the pros and cons of diverse situations, and
                                implement creative solutions to tackle big problems, creating an environment for
                                personal
                                and professional growth.
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Project Management
 
                        
                        
                            In order to successfully plan, implement, execute, and oversee projects, having project
                                management skills is crucial. Individuals who possess such a skill have the ability to
                                manage complex logistics, create schedules, fix timelines, take calculated risks, and
                                work
                                as a team player. Having such a skill promotes increased efficiency, enhanced
                                productivity,
                                and improves organizational performance.
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Time Management
 
                        
                        
                            The ability to plan, streamline, and execute tasks requires excellent time management
                                skills.
                                Individuals who possess it, are able to set clear, objective, and achievable goals by
                                distributing time effectively, minimizing distractions, and giving full attention to the
                                task at hand. Having superior time management skills boosts productivity and efficiency
                                leading to a positive work-life balance.
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Collaboration
 
                        
                        
                            Individuals who take the initiative to work with others in a cooperative manner can
                                develop
                                strong everlasting relationships, building their collaborative skills. Having such a
                                skill
                                allows individuals to clearly communicate, actively listen, and pitch ideas, that
                                contribute
                                to success. Furthermore, individuals who possess this skill are more creative and
                                innovative, and better at tackling complex challenges.
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Professionalism
 
                        
                        
                            Individuals who exhibit professional behaviour project themselves in a competent,
                                respectful,
                                and ethical manner, conducting themselves appropriately. It makes them adhere to rules
                                and
                                regulations, maintain high standards, communicate successfully, and develop an evergreen
                                personality. Having a professional personality boosts reputation, trust, and job
                                prospects
                                in diverse industries.
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Work Ethic
 
                        
                        
                            Individuals possessing a strong work ethic display dependability, responsibility,
                                dedication,
                                and accountability towards their work and act professionally in order to achieve overall
                                business goals. Such individuals are able to clearly define objectives and work
                                effectively
                                and efficiently towards achieving them.
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                        Problem Solving and Innovation Path

                    
 
                
                
                    
                        
                            Critical Thinking
 
                        
                        
                            Individuals who possess strong critical thinking skills are able to think things through
                                thoroughly, communicate effectively, solve problems efficiently, and make better
                                judgements. Having such a skill enables them to get to the depth of any situation and
                                make articulate decisions. It also enables individuals to identify biases, logical
                                fallacies, assumptions, and grasp a better understanding of the things happening around
                                them.
                            

                        

                    


                    
                        
                            Creativity
 
                        
                        
                            Individuals with a creative aptitude are able to generate original ideas, think out of
                                the box, and provide an imaginative and innovative outlook on diverse perspectives. Such
                                a skill enables individuals to approach tasks with a fresh perspective which leads to
                                enhanced efficiency, productivity, and overall success.

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Design Thinking
 
                        
                        
                            Individuals with design thinking abilities are able to foster innovative solutions by
                                embracing a creative and iterative mindset, resulting in user-centric designs. It
                                enables them to generate ideas, understand the needs of the user, and provide creative
                                solutions that boost overall performance in both personal and professional settings.
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Data Analysis
 
                        
                        
                            Individuals who are able to think analytically or are well-equipped with data analysis in
                                today's competitive job market have a higher propensity to succeed. Possessing such a
                                skill helps individuals make informed decisions based on evidence and insights derived
                                from data. They are quick in identifying trends and patterns, think creatively, provide
                                innovative ideas, and implement structured processes that lead to business growth.

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Digital Literacy
 
                        
                        
                            Individuals who are proficient in digital literacy are able to utilize digital
                                technologies effectively and responsibly. It empowers individuals to navigate the
                                digital landscape, communicate and collaborate in virtual environments, and critically
                                evaluate information. Having this skill fosters creativity, enhances problem-solving
                                abilities, and opens doors to a wide range of digital opportunities. 
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                        Communication and Interpersonal Skills Path

                    
 
                
                

                    
                        
                            Interpersonal Communication
 
                        
                        
                            Interpersonal communication skills are crucial to establish effective communication
                                pathways
                                for individuals who want to project their thoughts and ideas while actively listening to
                                others. Such a skill helps build strong relationships, increases collaboration, improves
                                empathy, and acts effectively in conflict resolution in both personal and professional
                                settings.

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Public Speaking
 
                        
                        
                            Being proficient in public speaking is a rare skill an individual can possess. This skill
                                can
                                help enhance an individual's communication and leadership qualities while also building
                                their morale and confidence. Individuals who possess such a skill can easily convey
                                their
                                thoughts and ideas out loud, and connect with large audiences. Having such a skill opens
                                up
                                avenues in the work front as well.
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Empathy
 
                        
                        
                            An individual who is empathetic is skilled at understanding, feeling, and sharing the
                                emotions of others which allows them to connect with them on a deeper level and respond
                                appropriately and rationally. Such a skill helps in forming meaningful relationships,
                                emotional intelligence, communication, and conflict resolution, all of which help in
                                personal and professional growth.
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Active Learning
 
                        
                        
                            An active listener is able to grasp the opinions, ideas, and perspectives of others in a
                                better way. Having such a skill enables individuals to respond effectively as they are
                                incredible at picking verbal and non-verbal cues. Furthermore, the ability to listen
                                actively can lead to productive relationships, enhanced collaboration, effective
                                problem-solving mindset in any kind of setup.
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Customer Service
 
                        
                        
                            Possessing good customer service skills is the ability to give excellent service and
                                establish long-term client connections. Individuals with such a skillset address
                                concerns,
                                act empathetic, resolve problems and provide insightful solutions to their clients and
                                build
                                everlasting relationships. It boosts customer satisfaction, loyalty, and retention, all
                                of
                                which are crucial for organizational success.
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Negotiation
 
                        
                        
                            Individuals who possess negotiation skills demonstrate the capacity to achieve mutually
                                beneficial agreements and effectively resolve conflicts among involved parties. Such a
                                skill
                                comes in handy in both personal and professional setups as it enable individuals to
                                communicate their needs, interests, and goals while considering the same for the other
                                parties in play.
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                        Personal Growth and Emotional Intelligence Path

                    
 
                
                

                    
                        
                            Emotional Intelligence
 
                        
                        
                            Individuals who are emotionally intelligent possess the ability to empathize with others
                                and
                                understand their perspectives, thoughts, and feelings, are able to build interpersonal
                                ties
                                and work in a collaborative manner. Such a skill helps individuals communicate
                                effectively,
                                adapt to change, and deal with difficult situations efficiently.

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Adaptability
 
                        
                        
                            The ability to adapt to a changing environment is one of the most crucial skills
                                employees
                                look for in an individual. Having such a skill allows individuals to deal with
                                uncertainties, adapt to the ever-evolving ecosystem, overcome difficulties, and master
                                in-demand skills.

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Positive Attitude
 
                        
                        
                            Having a positive attitude can impact an individual's life in many different ways.
                                Individuals who possess a positive attitude are self-confident, resilient, and
                                optimistic
                                when faced with diverse challenges. This quality makes individuals move towards growth
                                and
                                success as they have a positive outlook towards everything they encounter along the way.
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Resilience
 
                        
                        
                            Having resilience helps individuals to navigate through obstacles with a positive
                                mindset,
                                recover from difficult circumstances, and develop the necessary coping mechanisms to
                                manage
                                stress. Possessing such a skill helps individuals adapt better, communicate their
                                thoughts
                                clearly, and gain emotional strength resulting in overall well-being.
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Self Management
 
                        
                        
                            Individuals who possess the art of self-management have the ability to get a hold of
                                actions,
                                emotions, and time. Possessing such a skill helps individuals in setting goals,
                                maintaining
                                discipline prioritizing tasks, and meeting deadlines. They can successfully work towards
                                their goals in a disciplined manner achieving greater success in both their personal and
                                professional lives.

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Curiosity
 
                        
                        
                            Individuals who are curious are able to think creatively, learn new things, and broaden
                                their
                                intellectual horizons with ease. Having such a characteristic enables them to embrace
                                diverse perspectives, instill innovation, seek knowledge, and think out of the box, all
                                of
                                which boosts personal and professional growth. 

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Critical Thinking
 
                        
                        
                            Individuals who possess strong critical thinking skills are able to think things through
                                thoroughly, communicate effectively, solve problems efficiently, and make better
                                judgements.
                                Having such a skill enables them to get to the depth of any situation and make
                                articulate
                                decisions. It also enables individuals to identify biases, logical fallacies,
                                assumptions,
                                and grasp a better understanding of the things happening around them. 

                        

                    


                

                

            


        

    



      



  








  
    
      






            
    
   
    

      
          
              
              
                
Curriculum and Faculty

                  	Industry-relevant curriculum designed by experts from across the globe 
                        

                    
	Learn from world-renowned faculty from academia and industry 

	Collaboration with global professional bodies for curriculum integration and
                            accreditation 

	Curriculum and credits at par with on-campus programs 

	International exposure with learners from across the world 
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          What our learners say
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	Rhodah Irakiza

	Master of Business Administration 
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I am currently pursuing an MBA in Human Resource Management. So far, the experience has been worth it, especially the LMS, which is user-friendly and gives all the necessary updates. Thank you so much to the entire team behind this.
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	Phillimon Kalambule

	Master of Business Administration
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I am pursuing MBA in Marketing & Finance. The faculty and support staff have been truly inspiring and supportive. As a scholarship student, I am geared to make the most of this valuable opportunity. The toolkit of knowledge will help me contribute to the economic transformation of my country. I must say it has been an incredible experience with JAIN Online.
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	Aquil Samah

	Master of Computer Application
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After a 27-year career as a Graphic Designer, Faculty, Network Administrator, Web Designer, Trustee, and CEO, I enrolled with JAIN Online to pursue my dream of completing a Master's in Computer Applications. The online format allows me the flexibility to study, complete assignments, and collaborate with my online classmates. I am very thankful that JAIN University offers online degree programs.
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	Dhruv Jasoliya

	Master of Computer Application
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I want to express my sincere gratitude to JAIN Online for helping me at every step of my professional career. They provided me with the best possible platform and infrastructure to pursue my career interest. The expert faculty is like family, and JAIN Online is like a second home. Thank you for truly caring about the well-being of the students.
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	Sweety Rani 

	Master of Computer Application
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My experience at JAIN Online has been wonderful. With the flexible learning method, I am able to work as well as take up an MBA degree. The all-time support and motivation of the faculty members have enlightened me throughout this learning journey.
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	Mugerwa Brian Mark

	Master of Business Administration 
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Studying at JAIN Online has given me enough experience because students from different countries have different cultures, enabling me to learn from them. Secondly, the tutors are very approachable and available to answer any questions. 
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	Pankaj yadav

	Master of Business Administration
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I'm pleased to associate with JAIN Online for my MBA program. The faculties were extremely supportive and the learning materials made it very easy for me to understand various concepts. I'm glad I chose them for my academic success.
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	Komal Parmar

	Master of Computer Application
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I was looking for a convenient and flexible option to pursue my MCA program and came across JAIN Online. The learning system is neatly organized. The faculty and the program manager are extremely supportive and polite.
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	Avinash Gaikwad

	Master of Business Administration
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The MBA program at JAIN Online is excellent. The Engage student community has provided a platform for multiple networking opportunities. I've been able to apply what I've learned to the real-life scenarios. 
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                            	On-campus workshops, events, and contests to enhance your educational
                                        experience

	Interact with leading personalities from different industries and get inspired
                                        and enlightened by their journey

	Combine learning with leisure by going on adventure trips with your peers
                                    

	Participate in cultural fests and sports events like Marathon and Cyclothon
                                    

	Reap the benefits of our wellness programs every Wednesday

	Go beyond a classroom setup and build your intellect with learner clubs and
                                        forums

	Grow exponentially by going on international study tours and being a part of
                                        different academic setups


                            engage.onlinejain.com
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            JAIN Online Awarded As The Best Education Brand Of 2024

            India Education Diary

            25 March, 2024
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            JAIN University, Zambia forge educational partnership at National Youth Indaba

            Shiksha

            21 March, 2024
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            JAIN Online Presents the Rajasthan Immersion Program, 2024: An Engaging Educational Journey for Learners

            APN News

            09 Feb, 2024
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            JAIN (Deemed-to-be-University) receives prestigious Rashtriya Khel Protsahan Puraskar from the Honorable President of India

            Business News This Week

            12 Jan, 2024
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            JAIN Online Teams Up With CertOnce to Unveil Blockchain-Secured Degrees for Graduates

            EdTech Review

            12 Jan, 2024
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            JAIN Online and Royal Enfield Join Hands for “REJOICE ’23” to Support Underprivileged Students

            CSR BOX

            07 Dec, 2023
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            JAIN Online’s Vietnam Immersion Program 2023 for an Exciting Educational Expedition

            APN News

            02 Nov, 2023
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            YourStory - Revolutionizing Education: How Jain University, Kyndryl and USDC are Changing The Game

            YourStory

            13 Oct, 2023
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            News by Careers 360 - JAIN Online introduces MBA in International Finance

            News by Careers 360

            22 Sep, 2023
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             Kyndryl - USDC Collaborates with Kyndryl to Develop “University-in-a-Box” for India’s Higher Education Sector

            Kyndryl

            22 Aug, 2023
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            The Hans India - Sona Belson completes 2000 courses in a short span of 100 days 

            The Hans India

            25 Jul, 2023
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            JAIN Online – ENGAGE to Organise Learner Expedition on World Environment Day 

            APN News 

            June 1, 2023
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            Career opportunities with a Master’s degree in Artificial Intelligence 

            Shiksha 

            June 1, 2023
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            ENGAGE – The learner’s community space of JAIN Online to host Sports Day on May 27-28 

            India Education Diary 

            May 26, 2023
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            Why women need training in new technologies 

            Education times 

            May 04, 2023
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            Career Opportunities With Cyber Security Degrees 

            BW Education 

            Mar 25, 2023
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            Jain Online Offers ‘Scholarship Programme’ For Women Learners 

            BW Education 

            Mar 08, 2023
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            UGC advisory to HEIs to devise mechanism for 
              students who want to pursue dual degree 

            Education times 

            Jan 23, 2023
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            Foreign universities setting up their campuses in 
              India will offer healthy competition to leading 
              private universities 

            PTI  

            Jan 09, 2023
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            Entry of foreign varsities in India will lead to healthy competition: Private
              Universities' VCs 

            The Economic Times 

            2022
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            Education Trend for 2023 

            India Today Post 

            Dec 13, 2022
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             How Online MBA In Data Science Widen Horizons 

            BW Education 

            Sep 19, 2022
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            How Online Degree Programs Are Going To Survive In the Long Run 

            BW Education 

            Sep 12, 2022
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             B-schools are enabling students from less privileged backgrounds to become entrepreneurs
            

            India Today Post 

            Sep 01, 2022
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            JAIN Online celebrates “the power of expert advice” with the launch of new
              brand campaign - #JAINOnlineCan

            India Today Post 

            Aug 26, 2022
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            JAIN Online launches new brand campaign – #JAINOnlineCan

            The Hindu Post

            Aug 19, 2022
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            JAIN Online launches Engage - The learner's community space

            India Today Post 

            July 29, 2022
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            JAIN (Deemed-to-be University) recently signed an MOU with the Ministry of
              Higher Education (MoHE), Maldives

            APN News 

            July 15, 2022
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	Is the online degree program offered by JAIN (Deemed-to-be University) UGC entitled?

	Yes, the University is entitled by the University Grants Commission (UGC) to offer online degree programs. Additionally, our MBA and MCA programs are approved by AICTE.










    









	How many credits does the program have?

	Undergraduate Program - 132 credits


Postgraduate Program -90 credits


(1 Credit = 30 Learning hours)










    









	How will I be notified about the admission confirmation?

	Our admission office will contact you about your admission status via your registered email or phone number.
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        Disclaimer

        
      

      
        The information and services may contain bugs, errors, problems or other limitations. We and our affiliated parties have no liability whatsoever for your use of any information or service. In particular, but not as a limitation thereof, we and our affiliated parties are not liable for any indirect, special, incidental or consequential damages (including damages for loss of business, loss of profits, litigation, or the like), whether based on breach of contract, breach of warranty, tort (including negligence), product liability or otherwise, even if advised of the possibility of such damages. The negation of damages set forth above are fundamental elements of the basis of the bargain between us and you. This site and the information would not be provided without such limitations. No advice or information, whether oral or written, obtained by you from us through the site shall create any warranty, representation or guarantee not expressly stated in this agreement

      

    

  



      



  








  
    
      






            
  
    
	  
      
        


      

    

  




  
        
          
            
            
              

      
            

          

        

      


  
        
          
            
            
              

      
            

          

        

      


 
        
          
            
            
              

            

          

        

      



        
          
            
            
              

            

          

        

      



        
          
            
            
              

            

          

        

      



        
          
            
            
              

            

          

        

      



        
          
            
            
              

            

          

        

      



        
          
            
            
             
                                        
            

          

        

      

      



  








  
    
      






            
  
    
      
        Grievance Redressal

        
      

      
			For Prospects: +91 8873373316 (toll-free), info@onlinejain.com

			For Learners: +91 8873373397 (toll-free), support@onlinejain.com

      

    

  



      



  








  
    
      
  








  
    
      






            
  
    
	
        



      

    

  



      



  








  
    
      






            
  
    
	
        



      

    

  



      



  











  




    
    

	


 


  

  